Two Branches Hagar, Moses and Akhenaten
Intro:
Welcome Hebrews to another exciting broadcast I am your host Dawid Yacob
Maccabeus I am coming to you live from lonely, dark and cold Sweden. Today’s
Date is October 27th the 8th Month of the Year 2012. Today’s broadcast is called
Two Branches and the Book Of Eli Part 1. Today Hebrews of the Seed of Yacob
and the Seed Of AHYAH’s people. Today we will hear the truth. It has been a long
road brothers and sisters, but today we will hear the truth. WHY? You ask!
Because we are the First to walk with AHYAH, because we are the First to hears
AHYAH, because we are the First to worship AHYAH. Once again I am your host
Dawid Yacob Maccabeus you are listening to Signs and Wonders the broadcast…
not show…broadcast that came Right On Time. Before we begin I would like to
open with a message to our Father AHYAH.
Prayer:
Our Creator, Father, Mother, Protector and Friend AHYAH All Praise. Thank you
for the breath of life your spirit that you gave to your creation. Thank you for your
wisdom to protect us from the enemy. Your wisdom that allowed us to hold him at
bay until you helped us understand. Thank you for raising up our Ancestors like
Hagar, Yishmael, Yacob, Yahushuah, Muhammad and Ali all of our Ancestors
known and unknown and all those of the Root Of the Seed Of AHYAH’s people. I
would like to send a special thank you Father for that breath of life you created
called Hagar. And for letting her know that you would Walk with her and make her
a strong beautiful black women, so the world would know that lowest you treated
was the womb of creation and Our salvation. Because thru Hagar Father AHYAH
All Praise Your Name, you created Yishmael the first you did hear.
Thank you Father for bring us here today. For allowing us know that you have
always been here. And I humbly ask Father AHYAH All Praise Your Name, that
you Open the Eyes, Calm the Hearts, Open the Ears, and take us back unto your
spirit so we can do what you created us to do. AHYAH All Praise, I ask that you
Open our Ears, Open our Eyes, Open our Hearts and Calm our minds and bring us
back unto you spirit Father AHYAH which is your breath AHYAH so that we do
what you have created us to do thank you Father for unveiling the truth to us your
peculiar people thank you Creator, Father, Mother, Protector and Friend.
For never leaving us, for keeping the Ahkdam alive in Yemen, so the world can
see your TRUTH. As you show the world by rising up you special people and as
we set them FREE. Let them know Father that we are on our way. Let them know

that you heard their cries and that we are on our way. Thank you Father AHYAH
our YAHUWAH and All Praise Your Name.
Explanation:
Welcome to the Book Of Eli the first in a three part series of the Two Branches. In
Part 2 we will speak on the deceptions of the major religions Judaism, Christianity
and Islam. We will find the truth concerning Hagar and Yishmael and see whom
the Messenger of AHYAH is. IN Part 3 we will learn the deception of Islam. How
this deception happened, who is behind it and the outcome? We will also learn
about the last true seed of AHYAH’s people the Ahkdam and see how saving them
will save us and balance this world. We will end this series in speaking about the
anti Christ AKA the Mahdi how to find him and who he is today. And last we will
learn how to count the number of the beast which is the number of man which is
666. Now to those of you that have listened to Part 1 and Part 2 already this will
answer many questions. I had to release the broadcast this way to make sure the
message was well received. All Praise AHYAH.
Before I get into this broadcast I would like to make a statement. In this thing
called Religion they have captured and repackaged the Truth. The Truth is the
Message from AHYAH All Praise, so we can use the Word because in it we find
Our Story and within Our Story we find TRUTH.

Hagar the First:
In Part 2 of the Two Branches we will learn about Hagar about why Hagar is so
important. And why Yishmael was so important. How Hagar was the First to Walk
with AHYAH All Praise. Now before I continue I need to be clear so you can
understand on how important this is. Let me read Hagar’s name out of the Strong’s
Concordance.
And it Reads: H1904 Hâgâr haw-gawr' - Of uncertain (perhaps foreign)
derivation; Hagar, the mother of Ishmael: - Hagar.
Now that is all we get no root words no hints no suggestions just “Of uncertain
(perhaps foreign) derivation; Hagar, the mother of Ishmael” Now what happens
when we place this word into the Ancient Hebrew Character Chart?
In the name Hagar the first word we see is the Hebrew Character AH or Hey:
AH = (Look, Reveal, Breath) this is speaking of AHYAH!
the second word we see is the Hebrew Character is Gimmel or G
Ga = (Gather, Walk) this is speaking about someone moving.
the third word we see in the Hebrew Character is Resh or R
R = (First, Top, Beginning) this is saying something is First, Something is at the
Top of the line and something is the Beginning,

So when we look at the name of Hagar in Our language what do we see?
Hagar: AHYAH gathered or walked with here from the beginning and she was the
First at the Top to Walk with AHYAH.
Now think about this, but yet the Strong’s says “H1904 Hâgâr haw-gawr' - Of
uncertain (perhaps foreign) derivation; Hagar, the mother of Ishmael” WHY?
Do you think they are trying to hide something? More than you can ever imagine.
Yishmael:
Yad = Work Throw Worship
Shin = Sharp, Press, Eat, Two
Mem = Chaos, Mighty, Blood
Ayin= Watch, Know, Shade
Aleph = Strong, Power, Leader
Lamel = Teach, Yoke, To Bind.
Yishmael has to root word that make up his name.
H8085 shaw-mah' very import numbers 8 and 5
A primitive root; to hear intelligently (often with implication of attention,
obedience, etc.; causatively to tell, etc.): - X attentively, call (gather) together, X
carefully, X certainly, consent, consider, be content, declare, X diligently, discern,
give ear, (cause to, let, make to) hear (-ken, tell), X indeed, listen, make (a) noise,
(be) obedient, obey, perceive, (make a) proclaim (-ation), publish, regard, report,
shew (forth), (make a) sound, X surely, tell, understand, whosoever [heareth],
witness.
H410 EL Shortened from H352; strength; as adjective mighty; especially the
Almighty (but used also of any deity): - God (god), X goodly, X great, idol, might
(-y one), power, strong. Compare names in “-el.”
Yishmael:
Yad = Work Throw Worship
Shin = Sharp, Press, Eat, Two
Mem = Chaos, Mighty, Blood
Ayin= Watch, Know, Shade
Aleph = Strong, Power, Leader
Lamel = Teach, Yoke, To Bind.
H3458 yish-maw-ale'
From H8085 and H410; God will hear; Jishmael, the name of Abraham’s oldest
son, and of five Israelites: - Ishmael.
Now first you must understand this name El is not AHYAH, but AHYAH did hear
this will make since as we proceed. In Yishmael name we see words like Chaos,
Mighty, Blood, Yoke, Teach; Bind and Watching, Knowing and Shade meaning

something is in the shadows, something powerful working to consume Yishmael.
Now I am going to before I run out of time. Hagar was a Black women and
Yishmael was a Black man and Yishmael married a women from the land of
Mitzrayim a Black women. Now why am I stating these facts? Am I trying to cause
controversy or am I telling you the truth? I just want to make sure the we are in
agreement with His Story and Our Story. Truth. Hagar was created as a Black
women for all the world to know. Now this is very important to our story. Hagar
walked with AHYAH and Yahuwah did hear. Before Abram was named Abraham
and Sari was named Sarah Yahuwah Walked with Hagar. Why because no one
knows the wisdom of AHYAH. Now let me humbly attempt to explain the wisdom
of Yahuwah which is AHYAH in his helping form, I will explain it by telling Our
Story.
Hagar was created black and beautiful, so that they cannot deny the truth. They
tried to sell it on slaves-ships. They tried to place it in the narrow places, put it in
tight spots, and place it in bags. And when Yahushuah came in the year 160 AD the
stole the message and tried to corrupt the truth. The Truth became Christianity. In
the year 619 AD they plotted to take over Muhammed and Ali’s message and turn
it into a religion. To hide the Truth they destroyed Our History in Ancient
Mitzrayim, chopping off lips and noses, blowing up Ancient Statues shooting off
faces, flooding Nubia with the Aswan Dam. All this to hide the truth. They taught
us lies, sold our people, made us 4th class citizens to hide the truth. They did such a
an outstanding job they even hide us from ourselves. But you could not hide us
from AHYAH All Praise, because he always hears and he is always walks with us.
Now what makes Hagar special is not her black skin even though it is beautiful.
Hagar is a key figure that I will use to humbly attempt to explain the wisdom of
AHYAH.

The True Queen
Hagar she is the daughter of the Pharaoh which means she was a princes, because
Pharaoh is King. This is Fact!
But why is Sarai called the Princess? Sarai name comes from the root word SAR
H8269 And it Reads:
From H8323; a head person (of any rank or class): - captain (that had rule), chief
(captain), general, governor, keeper, lord, ([-task-]) master, prince (-ipal), ruler,
steward. Feminine of H8269; a mistress, that is, female noble: - lady, princess,
queen. From H8323; a head person (of any rank or class): - captain (that had rule),
chief (captain), general, governor, keeper, lord, ([-task-]) master, prince (-ipal),
ruler, steward. H8323 A primitive root; to have (transitively exercise; reflexively
get) dominion: - X altogether, make self a prince, (bear) rule.

Sar in the Ancient Hebrew Character means:
Shin = (Sharp Press Eat Two) this is saying something is consuming, pressing,
sharp, divided in two.
R = (First, Top, Beginning) so she is the first at the Top of or Beginning of what?
Then later we see the Sarai’s name is changed Sarah. So did this change make
Sarai a princess? H8283 tells us her name means saw-raw'
The same as H8282; Sarah, Abraham’s wife: - Sarah. and the one Hebrew
Character Added AH which means AHYAH
AH = (Look, Reveal, Breath). So now the name AHYAH is in Sarah, but dose this
make her a princess?
Sarah was the wife of Abraham, as well as being his half-sister, the daughter of his
father Terah (Genesis 20:12). The Talmud identifies Sarai with Iscah, ( Iscah is
Hebrew for Jessica. Iscah was the daughter of Haran, and the sister or half-sister
of Lot and Milcah.) daughter of Abraham's deceased brother Haran
(Genesis 11:29), so that Sarah turns out to be the niece of Abraham and the sister
of Lot and Milcah. She was also the mother-in-law of Rebecca,
Now think about this she is his Sister, his Niece and his Wife. Now how many of
you think this is starting to sound like the story surrounding Abu Bakr and Fatimah
the daughter of Muhammed? For those of you confused listen to Two Branches
Part 2 and 3.
But dose this still answer the question. How does this make her princes?
Well lets look at Sarai, Isch, Jessica’s half brother, brother in law, and father Haran
and her brother and nephew Lot. (Quick point according to the Book Of Jasher
Sarai is the daughter of Haran he was 42 years old and at the time Abram was
living in a cave hiding from Nimrod…now this is another story. )
But since we have about three stories we have to say. Haran Father and brother in
law of Sarai, Iscah aka Jessica: And it reads:
Through Haran’s son Lot, Haran was the ancestor of the Moabites and
Ammonites, and through his daughter Milcah he was ancestral to the Aramaeans
and the Israelites. Now to save time we will just trace the Aramaeans.
Arameans : arge groups migrated to Mesopotamia where they intermingled with
the native Akkadian (Assyrian and Babylonian) population.It appears from their
inscriptions as well as from their names that Arameans worshipped AssyroBabylonian gods such as Haddad (Adad), Sin, Ishtar (whom they called ‘Attar),
Shamash and Nergal, and Caananite-Phoenician deities such as the storm-god, El,
the supreme deity of Canaan, Anat (‘Atta) and others.
Now this will be spoke upon in detail in Part 2:

“This Aramaic dialect was increasingly affected by the Arabic dialect of the local
population. From the 4th century AD, the Arabic influence becomes
overwhelming, in a way that it may be said the Nabataean language shifted
seamlessly from Aramaic to Arabic. The Arabic alphabet itself developed out of
cursive variants of the Nabataean script in the 5th century.” So Haran brother of
Abram, Father and Sister of Sari is Also the Father of Milcah, whom is the
ancestral to the Aramaeans and the Israelites.

And oh do not forget: This is sourced from: Nabataea.net, Dan Gibson's
comprehensive Nabataean site
And it Reads: “The Nabataeans were originally Aramaean immigrants from
Babylonia. Proper names on their inscriptions suggest that they were true Arabs
who had come under Aramaic influence” So the Arameans are Arabs and Israelites.
Now I have a Question: Are you confused? Hold on this will all make sense soon.
Now Who is this deity named Anat?:In the Ugaritic Ba‘al/Hadad cycle ‘Anat is a
violent war-goddess, a virgin in Ugarit (btlt 'nt) though the sister and lover of the
great Ba‘al known as Hadad elsewhere. Ba‘al is usually called the son of Dagon
and sometimes the son of El. ‘Anat is addressed by El as "daughter". Either one
relationship or the other is probably figurative.
Hyksos: During the Hyksos period Anat had temples in the Hyksos capital of
Avaris and in Beth-Shan (Palestine) as well as being worshipped in Memphis. Now
I thought that it was interesting to add this to show that there is also a Hyksos
connection to the Arameans. Now I am gong to read a list of Deities that at
associated to Anat from the Cannanites, Egyptians and Greeks.
And the associated Deities are as followed:
Cannanite:
Adonis
Anat
Baʿal
Dagon
El
Hadad
Moloch
Mot
Yahweh
Yam

Egyptian:
Amun Ra
Apis
Buchis
Isis
Horus
Osiris
Ptah
Set

Greek:
Ares
Aphrodite
Apollo
Athena
Artemis
Hades
Hera
Hermes
Poseidon
Zeus

Okay now if Haran is Sarai’s aka Jessica’s father do you see anything here that
makes her a princess? But wait? The Hebrew root for Sarah is H8282:
And it reads: H8282  שהרהśârâh saw-raw'
Feminine of H8269; a mistress, that is, female noble: - lady, princess, queen.
Okay now two things one during my research into the Murder of Muhammed by
Abu Bakr, Umar and Uthman the first Caliphate of Islam I began to see a pattern.
The method in adding names and stories to legitimize a certain link where washed
thru out the lines of Uthman, Abu Bakr and Umar the first Caliphate of Islam for
example. Zakiyya means Pure in Arabic. Zakiyya is the name of Muhammad alNafs al-Zakiyya. Whom was named Muhammad ibn Abdullah ibn al-Hasan ibn alHasan ibn 'Ali ibn Abi Talib aka Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya whom was called
the Pure Soul he was fighting to spread the Truth of AHYAH All Praise. But he
was killed by the Abassid Dynasty Abbasid Caliph, Al-Mansur who was the
ancester of Hisham ibn Abd al-Malik whom was the brother of the 9th Umayyad
caliphate his brother Yazid II. Now like I said this will make sense once you listen
to Part 1 and Part 2. Now there was a man by the name of Zayd ibn ʻAlī he created
a religious group called the Zaidiyyah after himself, but one problem he did not
existed. The Zaidiyyah stole its name from the the Zakiyya (the pure souls) a real
spiritual sect that was destroyed by the Umayyad Dynasty aka Abbasid Dynasty. I
say this not to confuse you but to show you the confusion.
The same people that wrote the story of Sarah are the same people that tried to
write themselves into Muhammed and Ali’s blood line. Now I say BloodLine
because it is important, because Iron and Clay do not mix. “And AHYAH will put
enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall
bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.” This means that Abram the true
Abram would not mix his Blood with the serpent, so the serpent wrote his self in.
How he created Judaism and it is known as the Talmud. Now I know this is hard
for many to believe, but we are approaching the last days and knowledge will
increases I think it is time we get some.
Now think if the usurpers wrote our history, would they empower us or make us
weak? Now I am not saying that we should discount everything they wrote because
they stole Our history and turned it into a religion. The problem is that they are so
intertwined that it is dam near impossible to find the TRUTH useless you catch
them in a lie for example Zakiyya (the pure soul). Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya
did exist this is documented history yes this person did exist.
So what am I trying to say? Why don’t we for the moment suspend what we have
been told and reconstruct Our history on what we do know. So today lets present
an alternative to His Story and tell it as Our Story and let’s see how it all lays out.

Hey at the end of the day you can still call yourselves Hebrew Israelites, where you
costumes and fringes practice the ancient Hebrew Israelite religions and wait for
the truth to fall from the sky. Now we know that Yacob comes from the word heel.
AS in heel catcher the one that caught the Serpents heel Right On Time. Hebrew
Of the Seed of Yacob means the people of the one that will destroy the Serpent.
Know is the father Abram, Ham, Eber, Terah, Mitzrayim, Haran, Noah, Shem or
Cannan…in Our story who know. But in His Story it is Abraham, so if you want to
keep this fine. All I know is Yacob means the one that will Kill the serpent Right
On Time. Know we know that Yahushuah was a Hebrew not a Hibiru, but a
Hebrew. So the Hebrews are a distinct people created for a specific purpose. These
people have married into the line of Ham, so we can say that the Hebrews and the
Hamites are now pretty much one people. You can see this by the Queen Hagar,
yes the Queen Hagar we will hit on this later, oh and I almost forgot.
Now for my final point on Sarai the daughter of Haran, or daughter of Terah, or the
wife of Abraham or sister of Abraham, or the Niece of Abraham and Sister of
Milcah and Milcah whom is ancestor of the Edomite Jews and Edomite Arabs thru
the Arameans whom are our enimies. Well did you get that. Record, research and
understand. If Sarai was a princess as he tells us based on His Story according to
the Strong’s concordance and the Talmud, and as it reads in the concordance:
And it reads: H8282  שהרהśârâh saw-raw'
“Feminine of H8269; a mistress, that is, female noble: - lady, princess, queen.”
Well if this is fact based on the name of Sarai where SAR means Prince. Then if it
is fact than you have to show us a King or a Prince in the line of Haran or Terah
and none produce this fact…So what does this mean? Well this title of Nobility
does not apply to Sarai because Sarai is not a Princess, unless there is a hidden
meaning that the Talmud is not telling us. Okay now to be clear I use to believe
that Sarah meant princess because she was dominate of her will, and therefore a
Queen of herself will. Now I say use to believe until I found to many conflicting
syories. Well what is that Truth? The real princess is Hagar daughter of Pharaoh.
And how do we know because they tried to pull another replace and rearrange.
Mean contradictions and Lies. You have to have a King for there to be a Princess,
so the name does not fit.
So we have to conclude that they changed whom really was the princess and of
course the alternative would be Hagar. And it reads:
The Book of Jasher Chapter 15:
“And in the morning the king called for Abram and said to him, What is this thou
hast done to me? Why didst thou say, She is my sister, owing to which I took her
unto me for a wife, and this heavy plague has therefore come upon me and my
household. Now therefore here is thy wife, take her and go from our land lest we

all die on her account. And Pharaoh took more cattle, men servants and maid
servants, and silver and gold, to give to Abram, and he returned unto him Sarai his
wife. And the king took a maiden whom he begat by his concubines, and he gave
her to Sarai for a handmaid. And the king said to his daughter, It is better for thee
my daughter to be a handmaid in this man's house than to be mistress in my
house, after we have beheld the evil that befell us on account of this woman. And
Abram arose, and he and all belonging to him went away from Egypt; and Pharaoh
ordered some of his men to accompany him and all that went with him.”
Okay now Hagar is now the slave of Abram which fulfills the Talmud prophecy
that Ham will be the servant of Shem or was that was Japheth.
Genesis Chapter 9:
“And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his
brethren. And he said, blessed be the LORD God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his
servant. God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and
Canaan shall be his servant.” And of course this was used by the Popes, Jews and
Arabs the trading partners of 1452 to justify the Trans Atlantic Slave Trade. Now I
have a Question: when did Japheth become Shem?....Okay now do you really
think the King of Egypt is sleeping with his daughter? And do you really think that
his wife was his concubine. Or do you think they are trying to downgrade the
important of Hagar. Now I know that some of you are still under mind control and
following the dogma of this religion, so no matter what I say you will not free
yourself, because you do not want to be free, so for those of you. You can turn off
this teaching continue to wear your fringes and costumes practice your rituals and
wait for your Fema camp. Now for the rest let’s hear Our Story.

Our Story
We begin with Hagar the First to Walk with AHYAH the seed of Mitzrayim the
true princess the daughter of a Pharaoh the King of Egypt. She is now in a place
called Beersheba she is given a loft of bread a bottle of water and sent off to die.
Then she grabs a wife for Yishmael and settles in the land of Paran the tight spot.
And next we hear Yishmael is growing into a might nation and Esau takes his
daughters. Now this is what we know from his story. Now listen to Our Story.
Hagar chooses a wife for Yishmael out of the land of Mitzrayim. Now if this is the
case If Hagar travels back into Egypt and picks a wife for her son would it make
sense for her to go back into the wilderness alone in the land of Paran the tight
spot? Now do you think some might have player with Our Story? Okay now
Hagar has a loft of bread and a bottle of water, do you think Hagar just might be
think while walking to Egypt hungry, poor and homeless to get her son a wife “it
sure would be nice to to go back home into the palace of the King” Where I would
live like a princess with my son the prince of Egypt. Or do you think she would

take a pit stop to Beersheba drive by Egypt pick up a wife then drive back down to
Paran the tight spot to get usurp by Esau? Well let me address the single mothers
out there. Is it hard raising a child when you don’t have enough money? Now do
you think you can relate to Hagar?
Not let’s take a stretch here. Do you think A: Hagar said Oh hell no! I am the
princess of Egypt I am not going to stave living on bread and water? Or B: She
said let me go to an un know country where I know no one and maybe die? Now
our course A. So know you know why her true story is hidden…Now the question
is why? Our story, so let’s move on Hagar is Royalty Truth. Yishmael is royalty
Truth. Now the King of Egypt welcomes back the young prince. Now keep in mind
the King greatly respected Abram or he would not have given him his daughter. So
here is another question. A: would the prince of Egypt marry just any women or B:
would the prince of Egypt marry into Royalty? Well most likely royalty right.
Okay so now we have the first born of Abram a Hebrew and the son of Pharaoh
Living is the land of Egypt.
Now I was going to speak on a man I found by the name of Meruserre Yaqub-Har
from the 17th century. I was going to try to connect Yacob and Joseph to a certain
time period, but the problem was that the source I found kept lying.They keep
connecting these people with Hyksos, and the information was so unreliable I
could not use it. Plus names like “Yaqub-Har known as Yak-Baal” and “Sheshi
'Seeing is the heart of Re'” I doubt these are Hebrews of our Yacob. With names
like this, but I wanted to bring this to your attention. But I can’t say what I do
know. There is a tomb by that has the name Bani Hassan Tomb located in
Memphis, Egypt.
I noticed on one of the walls they show a picture of four Black women with a small
boy, they are wearing colorful dresses and they are walking with a donkey. The
Egyptians called these people the Amu which means Gods people. Now why I
mention this is because this is the exact same picture they have on the website that
speaks about the Hyksos. But there is a problem. It is a recreation of the same
image, but they made the people a few shades lighter. I will have these images in
the online transcript.
Now I believe the people that the Egyptians called Gods people are the Original
Hebrews. They are painted on the walls for the world to see. What this means is
that the Hebrews lived in Egypt for a very long time. The Hebrews and the
Egyptians became one people. Now I will prove this after I speak on the usurper.
Now first I would like to explain why the Hyksos want the world to believe that
they are the Hebrews of the people of AHYAH. Well simple, so they can deceive
the whole world. First we have to know whom the Hyksos aka Amalikites are.

Here is a brief explanation about the Seed of the Serpent:
This period saw the decline of the past thirteenth and fourteenth dynasties and the
great increase in number of the Asian population whom, bit by bit started to settle
and spread in the whole land of Egypt. Through a number of fifty years, the Asians
started to join force and with their new skills, like ironwork and mastery of horses,
invade Egypt. Now if you read the Book Of Jasper it talks about how the Nubian
Pharaoh was taken over by the invaders. They did this because of the strange
animals and mighty Chariots. They got spooked. Also the Hyksos used Upper
Egypt to take over the south. Now keep in mind the goal was to destroy the Seed of
AHYAH. "others refer to a ‘creeping conquest’, that is, a gradual infiltration of
migrating nomads or seminomads who either slowly took over control of the
country piecemeal or by a swift coup d’etat put themselves at the head of the
existing government." (They love using Coup D’état Put. They us this all the
time it is happening to the US as I speak.) “For the first time, the Egyptians found
themselves under foreign rule- the HYKSOS. This rule was in the fifteenth and
sixteenth dynasties. The rulers did not impose a foreign system of government and
kept themselves to the existing Egyptian systems. They kept records in Egyptian
script, using Egyptian royal titles and copying Egyptian styles on art.”
Now I would like to bring something to your attention. “They kept records in
Egyptian script, using Egyptian royal titles and copying Egyptian styles on art”
Now please pay close attention. There is something happening here that most
people let pass by. This was not just invaders from the north taking gold, land and
occupying as long as they could. This was an attempt to rewrite His Story. Now
keep in mind in part 2 you will see this in full effect and today you see two people
pretending to be someone they are not. The Germen Edomite Jews in Israel and the
Mongolian Edomite Arabs in Saudi Arabian both are claiming to be Hebrews. Now
I want you to pay close attention. We are dealing with the demonic deities on a
mission. Now I am not just saying this I will prove it. Now if you listen to my
previous broadcast I spoke on how I am able to track the serpent thru time and see
when I create change. This is his role as the creator. He manipulates Kingdoms to
control the world: “Revelation 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his
number is Six hundred threescore and six.”

Now if we use the same formula as I did in part 2 of the Two Branches you will
start with the year 160 BC being year 0 and then we Count with the number of the
beast which is 666. Now this is code for the number 9. As you can see 666 is 18
and 1+8 is 9. So we take this Understanding into finding where the beast is in His
Story. So 0 is the year 160 BC, now you subtract 720 years because 720 is equal to
the amount of years that will create the number of the beast which is 9. So the year
would be 160 + 720 = year 880 BC then we do it again 720 + 880 = year 1600 BC
we see we are at the year when the Hyksos take over Egypt. They try to Morph into
Nubians. Now keep in mind they are using the wall painting in the Tomb of Bani
Hassan to pretend to be Hebrews the people of AHYAH. So why did they do this
and how is it that they so happen to be in Egypt the same time the Hebrews are
there? This is not a joke! There is a bigger plan a work here.
This is the name of the first ruler of the Hyksos Dynasty Anat-her Now here is
some information about his name: Anat-her was a ruler of the Hyksos Sixteenth
dynasty of Egypt around 1600 BCE during what is often referred to as the Second
Intermediate Period. Now this is exactly 720 years from 880 which is another year
to notice we will hit on later.
Now keep this in mind Upper Egypt ruled from 1650 to about 1588 they are the
ones that joined with the Hyksos to Usurp Lower Egypt under Nubian control.
Check out the name of the Pharaoh at the top of the chart in the Upper Area:
“Djehuti (Thoth, Hermes Trismegistus)Djehuti [Thoth or Hermes Trismegistus]:
The God of mathematics, writing, and scholarship. In some creation myths He is
the voice of Ptah (the word or logos that appears in Christian and Jewish creation
myths) as Ptah emerges from the Cosmic Egg. In the creation myth of the Ogdoad
revealing the Ennead, Djehuti and Seshat play the role of primary creation deities.
Djehuti is typically shown with the head of an ibis or a baboon. Considered by the
Greeks to be the same God as the Greek Hermes and the Roman Mercury.”
Now look at the name of the first Hyksos Pharaoh. Anat-her And it reads:
"Anath is content" and refers to the Semitic goddess which affirms his nonEgyptian heritage. Now Notice different deity. In the Ugaritic Ba‘al/Hadad cycle ‘

“Anat first appears in Egypt in the 16th dynasty (the Hyksos period) along with
other northwest Semitic deities. She was especially worshiped in her aspect of a
war goddess, often paired with the goddess `Ashtart. In the Contest Between Horus
and Set, these two goddesses appear as daughters of Re and are given in marriage
to the god Set, who had been identified with the Semitic god Hadad.” Now keep
this in mind. 720 years later another Deity will be able to Rule in the place of Anat.
So in 880 we will also see a change to usher in a new god.
Now look who was given power by these deities at this time: And it Reads:
Shalmaneser III "the god Shulmanu is pre-eminent") was king of Assyria (859 BC
– 824 BC), and son of the previous ruler, He was the King Of Babylon.666
“In 842 BC, Shalmaneser campaigned against Hadadezer's successor Hazael,
forcing him to take refuge within the walls of his capital. While Shalmaneser was
unable to capture Damascus, he devastated its territory, and Jehu of Israel (whose
ambassadors are represented on the Black Obelisk now in the British Museum),
together with the Phoenician cities, prudently sent tribute to him in 841 BC.
Babylonia had already been conquered as far as the marshes of the Chaldaeans in
the south, and the Babylonian king put to death. It was the Assyrian king who
defeated the Western coalition at Qarqar.”

“The reign of Jehu's predecessor, Jehoram, was marked by the Battle of RamothGilead against the army of the Arameans(Became the Edomites Jew and Edomite
Arabs. aka Hyksos aka Amalikites); there Jehoram was wounded and afterwards
returned to Jezreel to recover. He was attended by Ahaziah, the king of Judah, who
was also his nephew (2 Kings 8:28f) Jehu slew Jehoram and became king himself.
The author of Kings describes that, while the captains (commanders) of the
Israelite army were assembled away from the king's eyes, the prophet Elisha sent
one of his students to this meeting. This student led Jehu away from his peers and
anointed him king in an inner chamber, then immediately departed (2 Kings 9:5-6).
Now how did the Seed Of the Serpent slep in to the House of Israel? Was it threw
Saul the Benjamite?” Listen to the Seed of Benjamin.

Also when you get a chance find the picture of Jehu or his son kneeling at the feet
of Shalmaneser III on the Black Obelisk. This man is not a Hebrew. His hair is not
Afro it is Caucasian. The house of Israel was not the House of Judah. There are
two stories going on here. His Story and Our Story.

Now the year 880 marked another time that the beast used his deities to control the
fate of the people of AHYAH. This eventual lead to the 721 Captivity, then the 589
Captivity and AHYAH chastised the Amalikites by sending Alexander the Great.
Alexander takes all of his gains of the Amalikites, but by the years 160 BC 720
years later we see the Amalikite Herod the Great the Edomite Jew becoming King
Of The Jews. Now can you see it? Now we continue with the Hyksos: During the
Hyksos period Anat had temples in the Hyksos capital of Avaris and in Beth-Shan
(Palestine) as well as being worshipped in Memphis. On inscriptions from
Memphis of 15th to 12th centuries BCE, Anat is called "Bin-Ptah", Daughter of
Ptah. She is associated with Reshpu, (Canaanite: Resheph) in some texts and
sometimes identified with the native Egyptian goddess Neith. She is sometimes
called "Queen of Heaven".
So the point I want to make is that there is a lot more going on here then simple
usurpation for land. This is an attempt to takeover. Not just the Hebrews, but
anything that has the spirit of AHYAH. Look at the state of Africa today.
They are tiring to stop the message, and they did it at a time when the Hebrews
where suppose to teach AHYAH to the Egyptians. Okay now in the year 1550 we
have the following Egyptian Pharaoh.
Kamose - Ahmose I
Ahmose I (sometimes written Amosis I, "Amenes" and "Aahmes" and meaning
Born of the Moon) was a pharaoh of ancient Egypt and the founder of the
Eighteenth dynasty.
Ahmose I (sometimes written Amosis I, "Amenes" and "Aahmes" and meaning
Born of the Moon) was a pharaoh of ancient Egypt and the founder of the
Eighteenth dynasty. He was a member of the Theban royal house, the son of
pharaoh Seqenenre Tao and brother of the last pharaoh of the Seventeenth dynasty,

King Kamose. During the reign of his father or grandfather, Thebes rebelled
against the Hyksos, the rulers of Lower Egypt. When he was seven his father was
killed,[5] and he was about ten when his brother died of unknown causes, after
reigning only three years.
Ahmose I assumed the throne after the death of his brother,[6] and upon coronation
became known as Neb-Pehty-Re (The Lord of Strength is Re).During his reign, he
completed the conquest and expulsion of the Hyksos from the delta region,
restored Theban rule over the whole of Egypt and successfully reasserted Egyptian
power in its formerly subject territories of Nubia and Canaan.[6] He then
reorganized the administration of the country, reopened quarries, mines and trade
routes and began massive construction projects of a type that had not been
undertaken since the time of the Middle Kingdom.
Now I read this to bring you attention to something. Did you hear his suppressing
the Hebrews or drowning in the Red Sea? Now I say this because His Story has
said that Ahmose I was the Pharaoh that enslaved the Hebrews and caused the
plagues and parting of the Red Sea. But there is a problem! The Amalikites are not
enslaved by no man. They are the enslavers.
Now this part of the broadcast requires maturity and patience. Many of you are
going to be shocked to hear what I am going to say. Well if it is to strong back up
off it. Then come back at another time. Sometimes truth doses this. It hits you right
between the eyes. Okay let me read something:
“AHYAH All Praise Calm the Hearts, Still the Minds, Open the Ears and Open the
Eyes. Thank you Father”
And it Reads: “The Hyksos rulers of the fifteenth dynasty of Egypt were of nonEgyptian origin. There are various hypotheses as to their ethnic identity. Most
archaeologists describe the Hyksos as Semitic peoples from Asia since the names
of their rulers such as Khyan and Sakir-Har incorporated Semitic names.”
Now listen to this deception: Now keep in mind the Hyksos are the Amalikites.
Source: By Manfred Bietak and the Hebrew/Israelite Four-Room houses at Avaris.
Title: Concrete physical evidence that the Hyksos were Hebrews.

The orthogonal structures of the Hyksos [at Avaris, in the Bronze Age] {Egypt
c.1640-1530 BC} is {sic} the same as the Israelite four-room homes in the Iron
Age. {Canaan/Israel c1200 BC}This proves that the Hyksos were Hebrews and
later Israelites. The idea that the Hebrew-Hyksos were slaves has no merit.
Josephus was right when he said the Hyksos were the ancestors of the Israelites.
The so-called exodus of the Israelites from Egypt was actually when the Hebrews
were expelled from Egypt, around 1550 B.C.E. Respectfully, Quote: Robert Giles
So Josephus taught that the Hyksos were the Israelites.
Walter Mattfeld wrote in his article Israel's "Aramaean" let me repeat that,"
Israel's Aramaean","Aramaean" Origins (updated to 15 May 2005): {quote}
Mainstream scholarship understands Israel's settling of the Hill Country is Iron I,
ca. 1200-1000 BCE based on archaeological findings. Why then does the Bible's
chronology have an Exodus "hundreds of years" earlier ? The answer is very
surprising and has been preserved for almost 2000 years in the writings of an
Egyptian priest/historian called Manetho.
He wrote a history of Egypt in the 3rd century BCE for his Hellenistic Greek
overlord Ptolemy II. He noted that TWO EXPULSIONS occurred in Egypt's
history, of Asiatics. The first was of the Hyksos of the mid 16th century and then
another in the Ramesside era. He understood that the Hyksos fled to and settled at
Jerusalem, but that 500 years later (Josephus' reckoning) "their descendants"
reinvaded Egypt, resettling at the town they had been expelled from earlier called
Avaris. After 13 years of "lording it" over the eastern delta, the Ramessides
expelled the Hyksos' descendants a SECOND TIME, and they eventually again
settled at Jerusalem.
So Manetho also taught that the Hyksos were the Israelites.
I advice you to look at the film The Exodus Decoded they spend lots of money and
time telling us the the Hyksos are the Israelites. Now two things. If they claim to
be the Israelites why do we fight it? Do you know what Yacob wrestled with or
whom? And also this is part of their plan like I said. We will speak on this later.

Also I have to add this before everyone gets confused like I did when I was
watching the film The Exodus Decoded by James Cameron, yeah James Cameron
the Titanic and Avatar. You think he is being rewarded?
Here is a little back ground: “After expelling the Hyksos 15th dynasty, the native
Egyptian New Kingdom rulers became more aggressive in reclaiming control of
their state's borders. Thutmose I, Thutmose III and his son and coregent
Amenhotep II fought battles from Megiddo north to the Orontes River, including
the conflict with Kadesh.” Now keep this in mind. The Hebrew of the Seed of
Yacob is still in Egypt they did not leave Egypt YET.
“Many of the Egyptian campaign accounts between c. 1400 and 1300 BC reflect
the general destabilization of the region of the Djahi. The reigns of Thutmose IV
and Amenhotep III were undistinguished, except that Egypt continued to lose
territory to Mitanni in northern Syria.”
Take note of this name Djahi. Djahi is short for Djahiuti which means Djehuti
(Thoth or Hermes Trismegistus) remmber this was the Pharaoh that joined with
the Hyksos aka Amalikites and took over Nubian Lower Egypt.
And it Reads: “During the late Egyptian 18th dynasty, the Amarna Letters tell the
story of the decline of Egyptian influence in the region. The Egyptians showed
flagging interest here until almost the end of the dynasty. Horemheb, the last ruler
of this dynasty, campaigned in this region, finally beginning to turn Egyptian
interest back to this region.”
Now this name Horemheb the last ruler of the Dynasty of Akhenaton. This man
Horemheb was not of the bloodline of the Hebrew/Nubian Pharaohs, but yet he
becomes the King.
Okay now I will continue: Now think about this they do not know when the
Exodus happened. They cannot find it in His Story. Also they do not know where
Mount Sinai aka Mount Sin is.
Yes Mount Sinai where God appeared to Moses and where the arch of the
covenant was established. Are you surprised? Well so was I. I always assumed
this was Historians and Archeologist tiring to discredit the Word, so I was like
“man just looks in the word it happen in the 1st month of the year 14 days later.

And Mount Sinai is in Israel duh.” But, no! No one knows. They really do not
know! Clueless! Who knew! So you mean to tell me you can tell me how to cut a
lamb, how to sacrifice bull down to the slices, how many fringes I should have and
what color, the complete measurements of the Temples, but you cannot tell me
where The Mountain of Sinai is or the exact date and location of the most holy
day of Israel. Now this might be surprising to some but really! I never gave it a
second thought that they did not know this. If you plan to rob a bank you first
have to know where the bank is.
Now what does this mean? Well it means deception, deception and more deception.
Did you know that the Exodus that we thought was Our Exodus was not speaking
about the Hebrews of the Seed of AHYAH’s people, but about the Hyksos or the
Hibirus of the seed of the Amalikites and guess what the Hyksos call themselves?
They are the Israelites the chosen people of the Gods? “ Now I advice you to
download and listen to “They Live Because We Sleep” Now I know many of you
are shocked, but should we really be that surprised? These demons have deceived
the whole world. They have deceived the whole world the whole world, all of it
and everyone ALL.
They turned their explosion from Egypt as the Exodus and created a covenant with
their gods. Now many of you think I have lost my mind, but I challenge you to do
the research. I believe a pack was made to go all the way. They think they can kill
us all and AHYAH All Praise will not stop them. If you think I am wrong the look
around.
Okay now back to this Mount Sinai which I believe where the pack was made.
Like I said many of you think I have lost my mind, but I challenge you to do the
research. And once you find a reliable source, check the source and you will find
Deception and lies and more deception and more lies. Oh and it gets a lot worse.
Here are the locations of Mount Sinai: Jabal al-Lawz in Saudi Arabia, or Mount
Serbal in the Sinai Peninsula, or Jebel al-Madhbah in Saudi Arabia, or The
Negev in Petra, or Mount Carmel in Israel and Mount Tabor in Israel, So let’s
see that’s 6 let me repeat that 6 locations. So tell me how do you loss a mountain?
Let me get this right. You claim to be a Hebrew of the Seed of the Original peoples
of Yacob, but you are not black, you hide the name of AHYAH, you kill everyone

for the land of Israel, but the two things that define who you say you are you
cannot find. So you can’t find the Mountain and you have no clue when you
crossed the Red Sea. Now if AHYAH is going to split the Red Sea for you I think it
might be a good idea to remember when it was done. Now am I the only one that
thinks this is crazy? I assumed they knew.
Now people what are we doing here? Is this a game? Are you playing with
AHYAH! How can you loss a Mountain? Now this brings me to the covenant and
the commandments. So what now? If you can’t find the Mountain you will never
find the Arch of the Covenant and why are they always losing stuff. They lost 10
tribes, they lost their color, they lost the arch of the covenant, so they lost the laws,
lost the date of the Exodus and lost the Mountain of the covenant. Man I was really
asleep.
Okay know if this does not tell you to not trust these people nothing will. But
Hebrews there is hope. By now you should know there is no why in hell you are
going to learn about who you are from this Religion called Judaism.
Now I will speak on the Covenant! Before people have heart attacks. First of all
they do not understand the Wisdom of AHYAH All Praise His Name.
The Covenant was not made with them. It was not written in a book or written in in
stone. It was written in the DNA of the Seed Of AHYAH’s people. The Covenant is
an unbroken contract between us the messenger of the Truth so that we can show
the world that AHYAH is the True creator of this world. We don’t need to write
down the laws because the laws are written in our heart. I love and server only one
and his name is AHYAH All Praise, I do not need to create an image to remind of
his existence it’s in my DNA. I Honor my Mother and My Father, because it is in
my natural, I don’t commit idolatry, because when I’m with the one I love I’m with
you. And I would never break our covenant of trust. I worship AHYAH every
chance I get and every time he comes to my mind, so I do not need a day. I will
never murder but I will kill if I have to. I won’t steal, but if I am hungry it’s mine. I
rarely lie, because I fear no man. And if I can’t buy it or get it myself I don’t want
it. The covenant is in your DNA and if you don’t get this point you will never
understand. All these things come natural when you Know AHYAH our
YAHUWAH.

Now let’s get back to our story.
I will start with a statement: Bruise Don’t Mean Bruise
Bruise is the Hebrew word Shoof like HOOF but Shoof - Sh – (Sharp, Press, Eat
and Two) Vav (Add, Secure and Hook) Ph (Blow,Scatter and Edge). Shoof So the
last shall be first, and the first last. The Hebrew of the Seed Of Yishmael the first
AHYAH did hear and Yacob the last that caught this beast by heal. Shoof is the
sound we will hear. As our sharp Sword will Press will Eat consume as we snap
his body in Two. Shoof Vav (Add, Secure, Hook) The Seed of AHYAH's people
will Add come together to overwhelm this beast, we will secure this world in the
name of AHYAH All Praise His Name and Hook control this beast. Shoof Ph
And AHYAH will Blow and Scatter this beast to the Edge where there is no
escape. The Seed Shall Bruise His Head. Now as you see Bruise Don’t Mean
Bruise. Listen to the Genesis 3:15
Genesis 3:15 “And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between
thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.”
Brother and Sister I think we just discover a crime scene “thou shalt bruise his
heel” The Serpent SHOOFED Yacob. Yacob is the heel his name means hell
catcher. But listen to what the word heel means in the Original Ancient Hebrew.
Let me explain. But first the Strong’s:
HEEL H6117; A primitive root; properly to swell out or up; used only as
denominative from H6119, to seize by the heel; figuratively to circumvent (as if
tripping up the heels); also to restrain (as if holding by the heel): - take by the heel,
stay, supplant, X utterly. (First here it says used only as denominative from H6119)
In Genesis 3:15 we see reference H6119. So this means that Yacob will still seize
this beast and SHOOF his head. So this name H6119 is the name of the Hebrews of
the Seed of Yacob. How do we know 100% because in H6119 we have the
Character AH which means (Look, Reveal, Breath) the name of AHYAH is always
in those he has chosen?
Yacob:
AYin = (Watch, Know, Shade), Quph = (Condense, Circle, Time), Kaph =
(Bend, Open, Allow, Tame), AH = (Look, Reval, Breath)

We are the Heel Catchers and Neck Breakers.
But H6117 has another meaning.
AYin = (Watch, Know, Shade), Quph = (Condense, Circle, Time), Kaph =
(Bend, Open, Allow, Tame)
They are the predators and murderess, now place close attention. Who is watching
and knowing who we are in the shadows? Who threw out time thru cycles like the
720 years cycle Condensed the Hebrews and destroyed our number? Who bend us
thru religion and opened our defenses and which allowed him to tame or control or
enslaved us? Who the Serpent “thou shalt bruise his heel”. Now let’s speak about
the crime. “The Live Because We Sleep” If you would have received this message
2 years ago imagines how far we would be? Now we have barely a year to get it
right. But it’s all a part of the plan.
So when Yacob wrestled with the Angel he was bruised by Israel. Think how did
Yacob become Israel? If 3:15 states that Yacob will kill the head meaning the
serpent, then serpent would lay and wait for an opportunity to kill him first. Now
again who did Yacob wrestle with was it a deity, was it YAHUWAH, or was it
Esau? And why did his name become Israel, when it does to mean wrestle with
God? You have to understand this the hour is very late. Israel is like a play on
words Is Ra El it is a question Ra is the god of the Egyptians El is the god of the
Sumerians the Eblaite, Ebla, Ugaritic, Ibiru the Akkadians are all from Sumeria.
This is the birth place of the demonic the so called Fallen Angels the hidden gods.
EL is one of their chief gods this was a demon. The name means – (to rule, be
strong, have authority over) or The Prince El this is way Sarah is called princess
and Israel which is the name Sariel, S .A .R Sar means prince. You have to
understand this. Because it all this is true and it is then we have not a clue what we
are reading. But we do know one thing. (Bruise don’t mean bruise). Now the
more I understand the more I believe is that in Our original Story Yacob was killed.
I think first he encounter this being which most likely was Esau. Esau was
possessed by this spirit. This is why Phanual Uriel which meaning the face of God
or the witness of AHYAH wanted the name. So we could identify who it was. This
might explain why the Children of Yacob did not willing want to mix with Esau.
But he forced his way into Yacob’s genealogy. And by knowing whom was hiding

inside of Esau this sealed his Judgment. Now think the Deities make a bond with
the Seed of Esau. Esau now becomes intermarried with the Amalikites whom are
the true seed of the serpent and they both set out to destroy the seed of Yacob
completely. Now keep in mind IS RA EL.
After he is the Hebrews are now a bit lost and Judah becomes the head of the
family. They most likely go into Egypt.START I believe that the name Amu was
not for the Hebrews but for the Hyksos, but was switched to seem like it was for
the Hebrews Of The Seed Of AHYAH. Why? Because the Egyptians hated them.
Amu means the people of god. At first the where kind and friendly then they took
over. Now let’s trace it back Yacob, Issac and Yishmael. (I had to edit this part of
the transcript during broadcast so info will not match-Dawid) END How old
would Yishmael and Hagar be at this time? Think about it they meet up with their
family whom is whom is royalty because their Uncle and Aunt are now of the
blood of the Kings and Pharaohs of Egypt. Hagar is the true Princess not Sarah.
The Hebrews are intermarrying with Yishmael and after both are expelled from
Egypt they becoming Mitzrayim. Who are the Mitzrayim? They are the ones that
will have heavy bondage, put in bags, placed in a tight spot the narrow place.
Now hang in there. I advice you to research everything I say, because if this is
TRUTH which I know it is then we are way more powerful then you think. We
come from Kings and Queens literally.
Now check it out. Since the Hyksos aka Amalikites knew that if we start to wake
up and call upon AHYAH it’s all over for them. So where ever we are they are. If
we go to Egypt they are in Egypt. And whenever the message starts to come thru
the root gets cut. Look at Our Story in 160 BC Yahushauh murdered and they stole
the Word created Christianity. In 632 AD Muhammad is murdered and they stole
the Word turned it into Islam. They created the Religions. They used that same
religion to place us on ships and place us in heavy bondage.. Mitzrayim. Now
before you believe me please do the research I will have all of the information on
the website hundreds documents for you to put the piece together. And remember
“Bruise don’t mean bruise.”
Now I said a lot today Hebrews. And I know it is going to take some time to sink
in, but unfortunate time is not on our side. These demons are moving in for the

final kill to setup their Kingdom 720 years after the last phase, which was the Rise
of the Ottoman Empires. I know we will Wake Up before it’s too late. All we need
is numbers speaking in unison, but if we are speaking in ignorance the world is not
going to listen. You have to know what you are speaking. You need to be 100%
clear and have no doubt. And if you do not know be honest just say I do not know,
but I believe YAHUWAH will show you when it’s is time. Now I am going to end
this broadcast with the game called connect the dots.
But before I do am going to read something:
Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him In Aksum)
Aksum remained a strong empire and trading power until the rise of Islam in the
7th century. However, unlike the relations between the Islamic powers and
Christian Europe, Aksum (see Aṣḥama ibn Abjar), which provided shelter to
Muhammad's early followers around 615, was on good terms with its Islamic
neighbors.[8] Nevertheless, as early as 640, Umar ibn al-Khattāb sent a naval
expedition against Adulis under Alkama bin Mujazziz, but it was eventually
defeated
And article number two:
Queen Hatshepsut, established the trade networks that had been disrupted during
the Hyksos occupation of Egypt during the Second Intermediate Period, thereby
building the wealth of the eighteenth dynasty. She oversaw the preparations and
funding for a mission to the Land of Punt. The expedition set out in her name with
five ships, each measuring 70 feet (21 m) long bearing several sails and
accommodating 210 men that included sailors and 30 rowers. Many trade goods
were bought in Punt, notably myrrh.
Okay now where is the land of Phut:
At times Punt is referred to as Ta netjer, the "land of the god".[3]
The exact location of Punt is still debated by historians. Most scholars today
believe Punt was located to the south-east of Egypt, most likely on the littoral of
what is today. Northern Somalia, Djibouti, Eritrea and the Red Sea coast of Sudan.
It is also possible that the territory covered both the Horn of Africa and Southern
Arabia. Now if you notice this is the area that is being flooded by the west. This is
where the root of who we are and the link to Our Story.
Why did I read this?
First to help you understand the Ahkdam come from royalty. They are in Yemen
today because who they are. They are of the seed of those that came to set the

captive free.They are AHYAH’s people from the root of Yacob and or Yishmael.
Now we have to understand how they played with our names, to confuse the Truth,
but they always hide it in plain sight. You can tell by the way they treat AHYAH’s
people that they have something to hide. So who are the Ahkdam? First they came
from the mighty Kingdom of Aksum the Aksum Kingdom lasted until 940 AD.
Now here is where you have to pay close attention, because we are dealing with a
thief and a liar. Our Power Is In Knowing the so called unknowable. We first
observe a women named Queen Judith. And it Reads: She laid waste to Axum
and its countryside, destroyed churches and monuments, and attempted to
exterminate the members of the ruling Axumite dynasty. Her deeds are recorded in
the oral tradition and mentioned incidentally in various historical accounts. A
Hubraic women (keep in mind Hubraic is not Hebrew of Yacob) and it reads:
Queen Judith I and her subsequent destruction of Orthodox monasteries resulted in
the destruction of most such records. Yekuno Amlak I re-established the dynasty
through birth traced to the last Solomonic King of Axum Dil Naod.
Now think about this Queen Judith “She laid waste to Axum and its countryside,
destroyed churches and monuments, and attempted to exterminate the members of
the ruling Axumite dynasty” What records?
Also this statement the Solomonic King is Talmud. Keep this in mind. Now we
have to be mature. Who is in control of this planet? Would he place himself in
power or The Seed Of his Enemy in power?
When Yekuno Amlak overthrew the last ruler of the Zagwe dynasty. Yekuno Amlak
claimed direct male line descent from the old Axumite royal house that the Zagwes
had replaced on the throne. Menelik II, and later his daughter Zewditu, would be
the last Ethiopian monarchs who could claim uninterrupted direct male descent
from King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. Now I know many of you are having
heart attacks right now, but think Christianity was a creation by the council of
Nicaea. The symbol of the cross is a mark. The Mark is called the Mark of Cain.
Now look it up, do your research. The Mark of Cain is a Hoof print of an animal a
Goat or Deer Hoof. 4 mark two small at the top two large at the bottom. This is
very important to understand. Why?
”And the LORD shall scatter thee among all people, from the one end of the earth
even unto the other; and there thou shalt serve other gods, which neither thou nor
thy fathers have known, even wood and stone.”
And it Reads: (both Lij Iyasu and Emperor Haile Selassie I were in the female
line, Iyasu through his mother Shewarega Menelik, and Haile Selassie through his
paternal grandmother, Tenagnework Sahle Selassie). The male line, through the

descendants of Menelik's cousin Dejazmatch Taye Gulilat, still existed, but had
been pushed aside largely because of Menelik's personal distaste for this branch of
his family. Now why am I reading this? Because all of this is deeply connected to
Christianity and Christianity has its roots in the Hermetic Myth. If you are
confused do your research. Now knowing what you now know. Is this a good
thing? The Aksum Kingdom which housed the Ahkdam people where not much
protection from Queen Judith, because she was of the Hermetic Myth.
Now watch:
The Hubraic Queen Judith has a connection to The Code of Hammurabi.
And it Reads: “The Code of Hammurabi is a well-preserved Babylonian law code,
dating back to about 1772 BC. It is one of the oldest deciphered writings of
significant length in the world.
The sixth Babylonian king, Hammurabi, enacted the code, and partial copies exist
on a human-sized stone stele and various clay tablets. The Code consists of 282
laws, with scaled punishments, adjusting "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth" as
graded depending on social status, of slave versus free man”
“ The Code of Ur-Nammu "Although it is known that earlier law-codes existed,
such as the Code of Urukagina, this represents the earliest extant legal text. It is
three centuries older than the Code of Hammurabi."
“What is The Code of Ur-Nammu? It is the oldest known law code surviving today.
It was written on tablets, in the Sumerian language c. 2100–2050 BC. Although the
preface directly credits the laws to king Ur-Nammu of Ur (2112–2095 BC)”
So the Hammurabi Law comes from the Ur-Nammu law and this is the law of the
Sumerians the Annunaki the fallen one. Okay now hold on we are connecting the
dots.
The Code is inscribed in the Akkadian language.
The term Hebraic spelled Hebraic law refers to a set of ancient Hebrew Law as
found in the Torah of the Hebrew Bible also known as Mosaic Law. The Hebraic
law has a great similarity to the law as proclaimed by ancient monarchs of the
Middle East, including Hammurabi of the 18th–17th century BC and his famous
law code known as the Code of Hammurabi, and the law Code of Lipit Ishtar of the
20th century BC. Hebraic law, in a formal sense, may be construed to begin in the
Book of Exodus, chapter 20, with the words: Now like I said before we have to
understand what has happened, because I believe all of this is going to be admitted
right before the so called Anti Christ come. First they tear down all of our beliefs.
They destroy what they build. Then in our state of shock and confusion we accept
the false god.

And it Reads: “And the Lord said unto Moses, thus thou shalt say unto the children
of Israel, Ye have seen that I have talked with you from heaven” Now according to
the Talmud where did this happen and when? Well James Cameron the maker of
Avatar and Titanic the two top grossing films of all times the producer of The
Exodus Decoded. He tells us in this film that the Hyksos the people called the Amu
went to Mount Sin or Mount Sinai in Jabal al-Lawz in Saudi Arabia, and they
made a Covenant with god. Look at the film.
Now do you see a problem? Who are the Hyksos? Are they the Amalikites? If so
then the Amalikites are the Serpent and the Serpent is Enmity. So how did they
become the Hebrews of the Seed of Yacob right before our eyes? They destroyed
the Seed and that seed is the Ahkdam. Now let me continue.
“The Kassites were an ancient Near Eastern people who gained control of
Babylonia after the fall of the Old Babylonian Empire after ca. 1531 BC to ca.
1155 BC They first appeared in the annals of history in the 18th century BC when
they attacked Babylonia in the 9th year of the reign of Samsu-iluna (reigned ca.
1749–1712 BC), the son of Hammurabi, Samsu-iluna repelled them, as did AbiEshuh, but they subsequently gained control of Babylonia circa 1570 BC some 25
years after the fall of Babylon to the Hittites in ca. 1595 BC, and went on to
conquer the southern part of Mesopotamia, roughly corresponding to ancient
Sumer and known as the Dynasty of the Sealand by ca. 1460 BC. The Hittites had
carried off the idol of the god Marduk, but the Kassite rulers regained possession,
returned Marduk to Babylon, and made him the equal of the Kassite Shuqamuna.”
Okay now pay attention the Kassites merged with the Old Babylonian Empire and
became the Babylonians. The Hammurabi Code comes from King Hammurabi.
King Hammurabi (Akkadian from Amorite ʻAmmurāpi, "the kinsman is a healer",
from ʻAmmu, "paternal kinsman", and Rāpi, "healer"; died c. 1750 BC) was the
sixth king of Babylon.
Amorite dominated Babylonians from Assyria by king Adasi circa 1720 BC, and
in the south with the Hittite sack of Babylon (c. 1595 BC) which brought new
ethnic groups — particularly Kassites — to the forefront in southern
Mesopotamia. So now the Amorites and the Kassites are becoming one.
Okay now listen to this: In Arabic, the corresponding term for the Biblical Amalek
is Imlīq, whose descendants Al-′Amālīq were early residents of the ḥaram at
Mecca, later supplanted by the Banu Jurhum, and formed one of the first tribes of
ancient Arabia to speak Arabic. “According to Arabic accounts, the tribe of the
Jurhum gave protection to Hagar and her son Ishmael, a relationship cemented
with Ishmael's marriage to a Jurhumite woman, al Muḍaḍ ibn 'Amr.[1] The

Jurhum are said to have been involved in the worship centering around the Kaaba,
the holy sanctuary rebuilt by Ishmael and his father Abraham and revered as a
pilgrimage site, where one of them rebuilt the temple there”
Now they want to take Yishmael and Hagar’s blood line. So the Amalikites which
are the Hyksos are the people of the Exodus and now they are married to Yishmael
as well. Do you see it? They always write themselves in.
The Amalekites were a people mentioned a number of times in the book of
Genesis, and considered to be Amalek's descendents. In the chant of Balaam at
Numbers, 24:20, Amalek was called the 'first of the nations', attesting to high
antiquity. According to Muslim historians such as Ibn Khaldun and Ali ibn alAthir, Amalek is a name given to the Amorites and the Canaanites. The name is
often interpreted as "dweller in the valley", and occasionally as "war-like," "people
of prey", "cave-men" In some rabbinical interpretations, Amalek is etymologised
as a people am, who lick blood. Okay I think you get the point!
“After their expulsion from Mesopotamia, the Amorites of Syria came under the
domination of first the Hittites and from the 14th century BC, the Assyrians. They
appear to have been displaced or absorbed by a new wave of semi nomadic
Semites, the Arameans, from circa 1200 BC onwards. And from this period the
region they had inhabited became known as Aram” Now the Arameans became the
Edomite Arabs of Petra you know this by researching the Nabataean kingdom.
You will also hear this when you listen two part 2.
Now to complete this broadcast lets go back to the Ahkdam. The Ahkdam are from
the area of Phut, Phut can be traced back to Queen Hatshepsut. This is the time
when the Hyksos usurped the Nubians in 1650 the Hyksos came in as the Ammu
which is short for Hammurabi. Ham Ammu Abi. Ammu the son of Nimrod the son
of Ham. The people of god, but there was another people Of AHYAH that came
around the same time first Hagar and Yishmael, then Judah and the Seed of Yacob.
We know this because they were from Ahkmim. They had many Queens and
Kings. One of the kings was named was Ahkenaton. Ahkenaton was the first, I
repeat the first to Know the one creator known as Aten. He taught that Aten did not
want Idols and Aten was the exact opposite of Anum, Ra, Set, Horus and all of the
other deities in Egypt. The last of Akhenaton was Aya.
Whom was usurped by Horemheb (sometimes spelled Horemhab or Haremhab and
meaning Horus is in Jubilation) Now do you think they might have changed
something. Was Aten really AHYAH? After Ahkenaton the Hebrews of the seed of
Yacob where expelled and went south. Now I am not going to say this without
documentation. So Record Research and Understand:

Pharaoh Horemheb (Horus is in Jubilation) was the usurper king that destroyed
the Work of the Hebrews under Akhenaton his name meaning the Spirit Of Aten
and we will learn that Aten is a name for AHYAH All Praise His Name.
Now I really advice you to listen you many never hear this again:
And it Reads:
Pi-Ramesses was much closer to the Egyptian vassal states in Asia and to the
border with the hostile Hittite empire. The biblical Book of Exodus mentions
"Ramesses" as one of the cities on whose construction the Israelites were forced to
labour. Now I am going to see if anyone was paying attention to my first broadcast
and also explaining that 72 is the calling card of the beast because 72 is 9.
Now these are the names of the children of Israel, which came into every man and
his household came with Jacob, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah,Issachar,
Zebulun, and Benjamin, Dan, and Naphtali, Gad, and Asher And all the souls that
came out of the loins of Jacob were seventy souls now keep this in mind he just
mentioned 11 name and under those 11 names we have the number 70 now listen :
for Joseph was in Egypt already now we have 71. So now who was the 72nd
because all we have here is 71. I will give you a minute because it is like a
riddle....Jacob is the 72nd. Now look he has 11 sons, they come in with a total of 70
souls and one is there plus one more, so Yacob makes 72 7+2 = 9. Now we know
Yacob was murdered by Israel aka Sariel the Prince of the Demonic, so who is this
that came into Egypt and when? Well his name is Yaqub-Har known as (YakBaal) like I said watch the film The Exodus Decode produce by the man that gave
us the movie Avatar James Cameron.
So the Hyksos, the Amalikites are of the 72 spirits of the Devine. Now please do
your research all you have to do is know how to read their lies. 9 11 Count the
number of the beast 666.
Okay now let’s listen to what happens next. Now keep in mind this is 400 years
after 1650 when the Hyksos were pretending to be The Seed Of Yacob. Now
people, The Seed Of Yacob this is the Smoking Gun. How much more proof do
you need that this is the Word of AHYAH ALL PRAISE AHYAH ALL PRAISE
AHYAH ALL PRAISE AHYAH. HE EXISTS AND HE WILL SHOOF THIS
BEAST. Because Bruise Don’t Mean Bruise.
Now listen to Exodus: like I said we have to know how to read Our story because
they hid it in their His Story. “And Joseph died, and all his brethren, and all that
generation. And the children of the Seed Of Yacob were fruitful, and increased

abundantly, and multiplied, and waxed exceeding mighty; and the land was filled
with them.”
Now think if you can influence the Pharaoh to destroy the gods of Egypt and
replace them with AHYAH...so you think that's powerful? Okay now let me
explain this clearly. The Hyksos are gone, taken out by Kamose. We know at this
time the Hebrews Of The Seed Of Yacob where enslaved under the Hyksos. So
what am I saying? Well this is not the 400 year prophecy. They are freed after Ka
Mose kicked them out. We had it good for over 400 years because we lived in
Egypt as Kings and Queens. But what happened? Kamose was succeed by Ahmose
I (Born of the Moon) and he is replaced by Amenhotep I (Amun is satisfied) and he
is replaced by Thutmose I (meaning Thoth Born (Keep in mind Thoth is Hermes))
and he is replaced by Thutmose II ( meaning Born of Thoth, or Djhutymose now
research the name - Djehuty) and he was replaced by Hatshepsut (She was a good
Queen she open trade with Phut and repaired the damage done by the Hyksos.
Notice her name: meaning Foremost of Noble Ladies) and she was succeeded by
Thutmose III (meaning Thoth is born) and he was replaced by Amenhotep II
( meaning Amun is Satisfied) and he was replaced by Thutmose IV ( meaning
Thoth is Born) and he was replaced by Amenhotep III (meaning Amun is Satisfied)
Okay now I hope you are starting to see the pattern - Names have meaning. The
Demonic spirits are coming back in. After Kamose they have been working and
working and working to come back in.
And they were stopped by who? Amenhotep IV who CHANGED his name to
Akhenaton (meaning "living spirit of Aten") Now can you see that Aten is really
AHYAH All Praise His Name?, But what happen? In comes Horemheb who
Usurped Aya the natural Successor of Akhenaton’s line. Akhenaton the First to
Understand AHYAH who is named the Living Spirit Of AHYAH. Now after
Horemheb who’s name means (Horus is in Jubilation) comes Seti I and then
Ramesses I, and then we have Ramesses II.
Now I am going to read something to you: "KV55 is a tomb in the Valley of the
Kings in Egypt. It was discovered by Edward R. Ayrton in 1907 while he was
working in the Valley for Theodore M. Davis. It has long been speculated, as well
as much-disputed, that the body found in this tomb was that of the famous 'heretic
king' Akhenaten."
What is Heretic? "a professed believer who maintains religious opinions contrary
to those accepted by his or her church or rejects doctrines prescribed by that
church." Now look at this word church. CH UR CH: a building designed for
public forms of worship, esp Christian worship, any division of this body

professing the same creed and acknowledging the same ecclesiastical authority,
The Lords House.
Now Ch house the two letter UR and UR is home of the Great Flood of Sumerian.
Now can you see it?
And it Reads: Ramesses: He established the city of Pi-Ramesses in the Nile Delta
as his new capital and main base for his campaigns in Syria. This city was built on
the remains of the city of Avaris, the capital of the Hyksos when they took over,
and was the location of the main Temple of Set. He is also known as Ozymandias
in the Greek sources, from a transliteration into Greek of a part of Ramesses's
throne name, Usermaatre Setepenre, "Ra's mighty truth, chosen of Ra"
Now can it be anymore in plain sight then this? Okay now let’s finish with Exodus
And it Reads: “Now there arose up a new king over Egypt, which knew not Joseph.
And he said unto his people, Behold, the people of the Seed of Yacob are more and
mightier than we Come on, let us deal wisely with them; lest they multiply, and it
come to pass, that, when there falleth out any war, they join also unto our enemies,
and fight against us, and so get them up out of the land.”
Exodus 1:11 Therefore they did set over them taskmasters to afflict them with
their burdens. And they built for Pharaoh Treasure cities, Pithom and Raamses. But
the more they afflicted them, the more they multiplied and grew. And they were
grieved because of the children of Yacob. And the Egyptians made the children of
Yacob to serve with rigour And they made their lives bitter with hard bondage, in
morter, and in brick, and in all manner of service in the field: all their service,
wherein they made them serve, was with rigour.
Now you know why we are named Mitzrayim. And now you know why they have
to enslave us and keep enslaving us.
Now to complete this broadcast lets go back to the Ahkdam. The Ahkdam are from
the area of Phut, Phut can be traced back to Queen Hatshepsut. This is the time
when the Hyksos usurped the Nubians in 1650 the Hyksos came in as the Ammu
which is short for Hammurabi. Ham Ammu Abi. Ammu the son of Nimrod the son
of Ham. The people of god, but there was another people Of AHYAH that came
around the same time first Hagar and Yishmael, then Judah and the Seed of Yacob.
We know this because they were from Ahkmim. They had many Queens and
Kings. One of the kings was named was Ahkenaton. Ahkenaton was the first, I
repeat the first to Know the one creator known as Aten. He taught that Aten did not
want Idols and Aten was the exact opposite of Anum, Ra, Set, Horus and all of the
other deities in Egypt.

The last of Akhenaton was Aya, But they where usurped by Horemheb this is the
true Exodus the year was 1251 BC September 7th I say this because there was a
solar eclipse and this might have spooked the demons so they kicked us out of
Eygpt. So after we went from Babylon to Timbuktu. Enslaved by the Babylonians
and taken to the tight spots, we were killed by the Greeks and empowered by the
Roman. We became the Ahksum Empire and now the Ahkdam. In the year 1452
the decided to destroy us just in case Christianity did not stick and for 400 years
we were sold raped murdered, tortured and enslaved all over the world.So now the
people of the Seed Of Yacob and Yishmael are now all over this planet. You know
us as slaves and former slaves. We are lowest in society, but we come from the
greatest Kings and Queens on this earth, and we are blessed with the Spirit of
AHYAH All Praise His Name.
Now to complete I am going to explain the plan of the Serpent in the event of us
waking up. And as you will see he has no power.
1. He first wanted to setup the Alien Invasion, but the Internet destroyed that

plan. I think you know it. It was the Planet Nibiru. It came and it went and
now we see this whole Anunnaki from planet Hebriu is a joke. And I do not
know how this London School of Economics graduate became an Ancient
astronauts maybe it has something to do with the gold dust that the African
where mining for Cecil Rhodes. Listen to Return of the Annunki.
2. His next option was the Hermetic Messiah, but his Messiah’s keep getting

caught up. Like the Antichrist Maitreya. Well this Hermetic Messiah is a
black brother so they forgot he was operating on BT time they know we
always late. For those that do not know BT time is Black People time. They
also cannot produce the Jew wish Messiah because you cannot claim to be
the people when you have the world turning against you watching news of
children being shot and starved to death in Palestine.
3. Now they have the old trick with a twist. The Messiah is now the Madhi.

Christianity and Islam rolled into one. Hermes Trismegistus (Three Times
Fake) they plan to bring in WWIII with this one instigated by the Muslim
brotherhood and Al Qaeda which was created by the House of Saud the
bringers of the Quran. You know make Iran the victor and bring in Sharia
law on everyone, But there is a major problem. Well you will hear this in
Part 2.
4. So their last option is called the police state the final solution. Control the

world by force. Exterminate those that resist and bribe the ones you can.
Control by force and hope no one cuts a computer wire or the sun doesn’t send
a powerful surge or solar flare and burn the control grid. Or some 12 year old

nerd creates a virus and destroys your databases. Or the people of AHYAH
Wake up Rise up and overwhelm this Beast. So this is his plan. The Mark of the
beast. And this system is a joke.
Prayer:

